Hikvision is committed to serving various industries through its cutting-edge technologies of machine perception, artificial intelligence, and big data. Leading the team of AI, Hikvision has dedicated itself to promoting intelligent video technology and exploring channels for sustaining long-term development.

Accordingly, the company provides professional and customized solutions to meet diverse market requirements. In addition to the video needs in various vertical markets, including education, oil & gas, logistics, retail, safe city, traffic and others.

Hikvision advances the core technologies of Multi-dimensional perception, artificial intelligence, and big data, as well as imaging technologies, leading the future of AIoT: through comprehensive machine perception technologies, we aim to help people better connect with the world around them; with a wealth of intelligent products, we strive to identify diverse intelligence, and big data, enabling intelligent recognition for driving a more convenient, efficient and secure life.
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With Hikvision as your partner, you will stand on a solid foundation.
Hikvision offers a comprehensive Traffic Information Publishing solution to disseminate information to road users. Outdoor guidance screens are often used to announce warm tips, traffic congestion conditions, abnormal incidents, etc., so as to remind drivers of traffic safety and provide alternative routes for smooth road operations.

The visualized dashboard improves decision-making on traffic policies and solutions to congestion charging schemes. The visualized dashboard helps traffic managers make better long-term plans, assisting in tackling traffic issues such as traffic management policies and solutions to congestion charging schemes. The visualized dashboard improves decision-making on traffic policies and solutions. The visualized dashboard features real-time video feeds, and data reports, helping managers know traffic conditions and anomalies to help handle incidents and keep key roads open for up journeys for road users.
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